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AL . bases. However, they are e sential
supplements to ground testing by providing

This paper describes analytical and rationale for the extension of ground test
experimental research into the structure data to estimates of vehicle flight
and properties of the near wake of generic characteristics, cr by developing accurate
shapes at supersonic flight conditions. estimates of vehicle characteristics
Three axisymmetric model configiraticns directly.
were constructed and tested in the
Aeroballistic Research Facility at Eglin Therefore, hypersonic vehicle
Air Force Base, Florida at .ach numbers development requires a coordinated approach
from 3 to 5 . Laser interfercorams were using both ground tests and CFD analyses.
taken of the near wake of the Innovative test methods producing the
configurations at sea level conditions. required data at reduced cost are essential
Computational interferograms were then to reducing development costs.

"! = ._ itions and were
correlated against the experimental data. The structure and characteristics of
This correlation will help calibrate high the near wake of hypersonic vehicles must
speed CFD codes in this ccplex flow be thoroughly understood because of its
region, importance to vehicle performance and its

potential ramifications on sensors or
aother operational considerations. This

region is known to contain embedded
Recent and ongoing studies have subsonic recirculations, secondary shocks

highlighted the renewed interest in and extremes in flow pressure, temperature
vehicles capable of hyp--rsonic operations. and density (Figure )1. This presents a
These same studies have also shown that very taxing scenario to any experimental
currently available ground test facilities or anaiyLical flow resolution technique.
are unable to adequately simulate the full
range of anticipated flight conditions, and
cust he supplemented by computational fluid
fynamic (CFD) analyses. -vSCoIS t~rr -SPfLt,'(

CFD simulations,however, cannot be j

blindly trusted, but must be 'calibrated'
igainst accepted ground or flight test data _-- - -

sets. These data sets must contain some ----... _'- ~~ ~~ .P-+ El- <. ... ,.. ..
aspect of the critical phenomena of -
interest to the CFD researcher so that upon l
suc7ceqsfcil correlation with the data, an _1 , - 5,*,bT -- - --_ __,

increased understanding and confidence in SAGNACN POIN

the particular CFD technique and its .0 LIN
applications will be gained. Fig. 1 The near wake of a hypersonic

body.
In addition, CFD sclutions for complex

hypersonic flowfields are currently too CFD techniques show areat promio
expensive to provide complete vehicle data towards the resolution of such complex

flowfields, hut as yet must still be
calibrated a4ainst ground test data to
achieve high data confidence Levels. The

ebr A ubjeLi'e.e of this rcsearch,t'ierefcre, as
tSenior Engineer, Member AIAA to obtain interference-free high MachEngineer, Member AIAA number near wake data for the correlation

of CFD analyses of the near wake region toAerospace Engineer, Member AIAA support future hypersonic vehicle design

efforts.
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Experimental ground tests for this are achievable but launch 1._ads would
correlation needed to be devoid of any become a significant factor in the
flow field interference. Wind tunnel survivability of the packa.,
testing was deemed inappropriate for this
application since the model would be held Data from the ARF is received in the
by a sting of some sort. Therefore, form of time-position history at discrete
testing needed to be conducted in a free- locations in the range, direct
flight facility capable of obtaining the shadowgrams, laser lighted [notoorapiis,
necessary data. and laser interferograms. The shadoworams

and laser photographs :ive a jualitative
Experiments assessient of the fliuht of the model.

That is, they would show any model damage
Ground tests were conducted to or flight anomalies prior to the next test

accomplish two objectives. First and (the laser photography station was not
foremost, our objective was the operational for these tests). The time-
acquisition of data for the correlation of position history is used for aerodynamic
CFD solutions of the hypersonic near wake. analysis. The data is first fit to
Second, testina of additional linearized equations of motion and
confiourations to qualitatively assess the subsequently fit using the six-degree-of-
effects of forebody shaping on the freedom equations 5 . The aerodynamic
geometry and properties of the hypersonic coefficients and stability derivatives can
near wake. then be extracted from these fits.

Te s acilitI Test Description

The tests described herein were Fhe one addition to the ARF's
sonducted at the Aeroballistic Pesearch instrumentation capability that is not
Facility (ARF) located at Eslin AFB, covered in Reference 2 is the installation
Florida. The ARE is an enclosed, cf an experimental laser Holographic
instrumented, concrete structure used ts Interferometry Testing (HIT) station. All
examine the exterior ballistics of various of the interferograms presented in this
free-flight projectiles. The facility paper were obtained using this system.
consists of a gun room, control room, This system is being developed and
model measurements room, blast chamber, installed under a contract with the
and the instrumented range. Figure 2 is University of Florida. A detailed
a schematic of the ARF and for a complete description of the HIT system and its
description of the facility see Reference capabilities will be punlished in the near
2. future. All that is needed for the

purposes of this paper is to point cut
that the dark lines (see Figs. 3-6), or
interference fringes, .cpresert lines of
constant density w.ich are integrated
along a line perpendicular to the flow.
The image is recorded cn a holographic
plate and must be viewed with a
reconstruction laser. A 35mr camera is
used to record the interferogram.

Fig. 2 The Aeroballistic Research
Facility.

The ARF is capable of launchiiig
models and projectiles to desired
velocities by various means. Conventional
powder guns, air guns, and a two-stage
light-gas gun have been utilized at
various times. The two-stage light-gas

T0 "C' "I was utilized for these tests and
is descrited ii. Ref-r-nces 3 and 4.
Successful lau; 2h velocities _ thT -4ch Fig. 3 Infinite fringe interferogram from
3-6 range are easily attainable using this
launcher. Hiaher velocities to Mach 10
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shadowgraph stations. The ARF has 50
shadowgraph stations which record the

""' projectiles position and orientation aL
specific times. This data is then reduced
using data reduction routines specifically

written for the range 5 . Usually, the full
range is utilized for aerodynamic testing.
However, since the primary goal of these
.ests was to obtain interfergrams, the
flights were terminated at tne one third
point of the range.

Originally, the test plan called for
these models to be tested in the Mach 5
and above regime. Due to the models heavy
nose and hollow base, set back loads in
the gun caused catastrophic failure of the
model on numerous occasions. Eventually,
the cone model was successfully launched
near Mach 5 but the cone-cylinder and

Fig. 4 Infinite fringe interferogram from cone-cylinder-ogive models could only be
shot #14. successfully launched in the Mach 3 to 4

regime. The test plan was then modified
to launch the three configv-ations at one
Mach number (Mach 3.5) and plan a series
of tests for the cones from Mach 3.5 to
5.5.

Model Design and Construction

Techniques exist for tLi reduction of
axisymmetric interferograms to
corresponding density fields and the
creation of analytical interferograms from
derived axisymmetric density data as a
function of position 6 . We have used the
latter technique for the preliminary
correlation of our CFD solutions,
therefore axisymmetric test configurations
were required.

Three axisymmetric models of
increasing geometric complexity were

Fig. 5 Infinite fringe intrferogram from designed. A basic 100 half angle cone was
selected as a baseline because of its

simplicity and the wealth of available
data on its hypersonic aerodynamic

characteristicsT,8, 9  Two additional,. models, a cone-cylinder (CC) ana co _ne-

cylinder-ogive (CCO), were also
constructed to study the effects of
forebod" shaning on the structure and
properties of the hypersonic near wake.

The diameter of the models was held
constant at 0.75 in. to allow for
reasonable launch weights and to insure
identical diameter Reynolds numbers. The
length of the cone-cylinder and cone-
cylinder-ogive models was also fixed at
4.25 in. resulting in identical length
Reynolds numbers.

For true axisymmetric flight
conditions, the models must be flying
without any flow angularity. Therefore,

Fig. 6 Infinite fringe interferogram from we desired static stability margins, based
shot #11. on diameter, on the order of !0% for each

model. Aiother consideration is flow in
the base region. Tc avoid influencing the

Although not presented in this paper, near wake, the bases of the models needed
the aerodynamics of these projectiles are to be solid. Therefore, we desired
determined through the use of orthogonal models that were inexpensive, had adequate
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stability margins, and would survive the
launch loads.

The 100 half-angle cone was 2.125
iacht . long with a base diameter of 0.75
inches. It was constructed using a brass :- V.
nose and hollow aluminum aft skirt (see
Fig. 7). Both the CC and CCO had a 100
half-angle, 2.125 inch long brass cone
hollowed to incorporate a lead insert,
followed by a hollow aluminum aft body for
an overall model length of 4.25 inches.
The 2.125 inches aft body of the CC was
0.75 inches in diameter with a wall Fig. 9 Cone-cylinder-ogive model

thickness of 0.063 inches (Fig. 8). The dimensions.

ogive aft end of the CCO was selected in
an attempt to simulate the irrotational Models were encased in a Lexan® sabot
flow from the rotational flow at the base and utilized a steel pusher while being
of the model, known to occur in launched from the LGG (Fig. 10) . During
axisymmetric wake flowsl, 1 0 . This was launch, the models were expected to
done in an attempt to avoid the formation receive axial accelerations on the order
of the recirculation zone which occurs aft of 60,000 g's. A stress analysis was
of blunt based configurations. At Mach 5 performed at this acceleration ]ev-] to
turbulent f1iht conditions, this line was insure the structural integrity of the
estimated to terminate at a rearward pinned and welded plug assembly designed
stagnation point on the centerline 0.9 to contain the lead slug.
diameters aft of a basic cone1 I 0 .

Waldbusser I I , 1 2 has shown the
structure and properties of the near wake
to be primarily functions of base
diameter. Assuming little variation due
to forebody shaping, a total ogive length
of 0.675 inches was selected to have the
ogive terminate at the anticipated
rearward stagnation point of the existing
0.75 inch diameter cone-cylinder forebody.
The ogive configuration had a major radius
of 0.800 inches and a minor radius of
0.125 inches (Fig. 9).

-F P AND 1.A O 1 . p. 1 :. .
LI',HT PPZ rF IT.

Fig. 10 Cone launch assembly.
Fig. 7 100 half angle cone model

dimensions. Test Results

Table 1 is a sumlidry of the tests
performed. Although some of the models
were damaged during launch and the HIT
station periodically malfunctioned, the
test program was successful in that the

-.objectives were met. Interferograms were
.! , -- obtained for each configuration at a

relatively constant velocity (r.ach 3.1)
. . .. and high speed cone and cone-cylinder-

.. ,ogive interferoorams were obtained near
Mach 4. Unfortunately, interferograms
were not obtained for all of the good
shots. However, the aerodynamic d~ta
recorded 0 will be useful in the

Fig. 8 Cone-cylinder model dimensions, determination of the aerodynamic
coefficients for these models.
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Table 1. Summary of Tests Conducted CFD Solut ions

The CFD solutions were developed
SHOT 4 TYPE MACH 9 COMMENT TNTFRGPM using a modified version c), the AEDC

PARC2D code1 3. The program used a
93 C 4,20 GOOD BUT LOW LATE central-difference, implicit time-steppina
C C 3.87 GOOD GOOD scheme to solve the full Reynolds averaged

7 CC 3.67 MODEL EROKE rlavier-Stokes equation, following the Beam
08 CC 3.76 NOSE DATAGE and Warming algorithm1 4. The code was run
09 CC 3.16 GOOD GOOD in the axisymmetric mode.

i0 CCO 3. 1 GOOD BUT HIGH (X GOOD
11 CCO 3.23 GOOD GOOD Assurrp ions
12 C 3.09 GOOD MISSED
13 C 3.05 GOOD MISSED For the present test cases, the flow
14 C 3.03 GOOD GOOD was assumed laminar over the cone body.
15 C 4.46 GOOD MISSED It was hoped that the free-flight test
16 CCO 3.75 GOOD GOOD data would show a definite location of

transition, however, this was not the
case. In addition, the effects of model

Laser Interferograms attitude on the wake flow were assumed
small, therefore the solutions were

Figure 3 presented an infinite fringe performed at zero angle of attack and

interferoaram of the cone configuration sideslip.

SJurinC hc" number 6. The model 4asat a pitch angle of 5° and yaw angle or 6. Turbulence is evident in the spark

as estimated from the rcst flight data photographs .t the wake neck (Fig. 11)
h cIt is assumed that the flow was laminar inredujction. This is clearly evidenced by

the asymmetry evident in the the region before the wake neck. The CFD

interferogram. The small discontinuity correlation runs were obtained assuming

seen in the upper portion of the near wake completely laminar flow, although this is

is thought to be the lip snock, the clearly not the case, because of the

strength of which may have been increased limited influence of wake turbulence on

jue to the attitude of the cone. the density field.

Figure 4 presented the interferogram 7
resulting from shot number 14. Although

the cone has a pitch angle of only -0.750,
post flight data reduction showed that the

model was yawed approximately 20, which
cannot be seen from this aspect. The
interferogram has good symmetry and
clearly illustrates the elliptically
shaped contour of ext-emely low density
flow just aft of the model base.

The interferogram resulting from shot
number 9 is presented in Figure 5. The 0

model is at a pitch angle of -10 and a
yaw anole of -30. The expansion at the
cone-cylinder junction is clearly evident,
as are the density contours within the Fig. 11 Spark shadowgram of shot #14.
near wake. An initial comparison of
Figures 4 and 6 reveals differences in the In flight temperature measurement on
number and placement of the density the model was not obtained, therefore the
contours. This indicates that the nearwkture ahisindiproptes ay e nwall temperature for the entire body waswake structure and properties may beesiad.Redothmdl'estimated. eased on the models'
sensitive to forebody shape. temperatures before flight and the short

duration of flight prior to reaching the
Figure 6 presents the interferogram interferogram station (15.5 meters from

resulting from shot number 11. Slight the end of the gun barrel), an estimate of
asymmetry is evident, again due to the 80 degrees Fahrenheit was used.
model having a slight pitch angle of
approximately 10 and yaw angle of 4.50. Configuration
Interestingly, although the ogival aft end
did not entirely remove the low density The grids used had 155 axial stations
base flow region, the rogion can be seen and 125 radial stations. The tip of the
to extend less than one diameter from the sharp cone was placed at the 1 1 th axial
aft end of the model. Also, two density
contours are visible in the near wake station, the bases at the 85t h axial
region, indicating an increased rate of station. The cone walls were placed at
recovery of density. the 5 7 th axial station (meaning that

points with axial indices from 1 through

5



84 and radial indices from I thr-uah 56 In the test data, the near i-3rt of the
were not used). A typicai grid is shown recompression shock was consistently wavy,

in Fig. 12. but the shape of the shear layer was
difficult to discern. This w"aviness may
be due in part by the pericd-c
unsteadiness in the real f(low and the
frequency of large scale urbulenlce in the
wake. These effects were not mcod" led by
the CED solution.

wavy Thear laver 7
Fig. 12 Typical solution grid for PARC2D.

The solutions generally converged in
approximately 1800 iterations. Two to 7-7 7/-7,--7
three orders of magnitude reduction in the •cne body
residual was obtained. In the near wake, .
adaption to the angle between the L.-.nter line

acceleration and velocity vectors proved
useful to cluster points into the Fig. 14 Constant Mach number line showing
recirculation region as desired, details of the CFD shear layer

solution.
The CFD solutions showed the general

features expected in the flow field. The It is evident from the scark
recompression shock location as well as shadowarams that the frequency of the
the location of the wake neck were recompression 5hock waviness and that of
predicted to occur at approximately 1.0 the large scale turbulence are the same
and 0.8 diameters aft of the cone base for and in phase, indicatina that the
shots 6 and 14 respectively. The test recompression shock waviness is caused by
locations were found to be at 1.7 and 1.5 the turbulence. If this is true, then
diameters aft. noting that the waviness seemed to have

started at the wake necksuggests that the
All spark shadowgrams showed the large scale turbulence also started there.

presence of double lip shocks (very weak
shocks emanating from the corner of the For the cone configuration, a disc-
-one base, caused by overexpansion and shaped normal shock immediately behind the
recompression in that vicinity). Both lip cone base, centered arcund the centerline,
shocks were captured in the CFD solutions, was captured by the CFD solution, but was
but are only evident when viewed with not evident from the free-flight test
sufficiently fine contour lines. The CFD data. in the CFD solution, the flow was
solution located both lip shocks too close accelerated forward from the stagnation
to the centerline (Fig. 13) . point (2 diameters behind the base) to

!-1ach 2 .5, and slowed tc subsonic speed a,
0.1 -rameters from the i ase !fore trnina

double lip shocks ipward to form the annular rc irculation
V flow.

/ > .. Other features shown by the CFD

solution but unclear in the 'est data were
a primary vortex formed from the shear
layer flow and the reversed flow by the

S. ,. _centerline. Several secondary vortices
1/also appeared, some Lurning in the reverse

direction (Fig. 15) . It is auparent from
the numerous vortices in the near wake/9 . that flow in that reoicn may I unstable

center line and tend to be unsteady. However, these
CFD solution can be applied to understand
the mechanisms driving the flow structureEig 13 Co nstant :'. h n lmber lines showing in the near wake.

lip shocks for CFD simulation of

Flowfieid -crrelaticns

In the case of the cone Initial correIlt ions -f 'h CFO
configuration, the shear layer location analyses with the tst data ',re
correlated well with that shown by the performed. These were done lualitatively
test data. However, the shear layer in through the comparison of the ARF test
the CFD solution appeared wavy (Fig. 14) . interferograms with simulated

6
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i ----center line
Fig. 17 Anialytical interfercuram of shot

#14.
Fig. 15 Near wake countercirculating

vortices within the CFD solution.
Correlations

interferograms developed from the CFD Quantitative correlat:-ns were not
analyses described above, attempted prior to the publi tion of this

paper. Typically, test inte: ferclrams
CFD-7terferogram Interface Code were taKen at nonzero model dngles of

attack, whereas cur current>y 3vailable
A computer code for the reduction of CFD correlation runs were cc-pleted

CFD derived flowfields to simulated assuming axisymmetric flow. Sowever, we
interferograms was obtained from the were able to develop qualitative
National Aeronautical and Space assessments of the accuracy -f the CFD
Administration's Ames Research Center solutions.
where it had been used for similar
research 8 . The code required some A comparison of Figures 3 and 16
modificaton to accept the grid structure reveals that the PARC2D solution was able

used for the PARC2D analyses and the to capture the major features of the flow.
particular geometries studied. A low density contour is seen to extend in

the near wake region beyond that evidenced
to develop in the test int erogram. This isThe code was applied to deneeop

simula_d ifinite fringe interferoarams thought to be attributable *: the

from he PRCD generated density fields, turbulence within the flow w.hich was not

Figure 16 presents the -.- lated modelled by our PARC solutions but

interfercoram from the PARC solution perhaps may also he caused I' unsteadiness

correpconlina to shot number 6. in the actual flow.

Similary', the CF'D developed interferoram
for shot number 14 is presented in fiure At the time the nterferoram was
i:. taken, the model had a posi-ive pitch

attitude on the order of 5 :eorees.
Therefore, six contours are emanatina from
the cone lower surface while four are seen
to emerae from the cone upper surface.

. The PARC solution for the cone at 0) pitch
attitude reveals five contours along the

' cone upper surface, as would be expected.

An inspection of Figures .1 and I
reveals sianificantly better correlations,
most likely Tue to the test :terferogram
being taken with the model at a
significantly lower total an le (2.140)
with respect to the flow. -he
interfetoaram has four ontors emanatina
from the (-one upper and lower surfaces,
with slioht ly more than 1i imeter

,. ,i, spacina between them (movin i -it along the
con e strface) . hese contc ui s, and their
positio.nq, are accurately 1,r-Jicted by the

Fig. 16 Analytical interferogram of shot PARC solution.
#6.

Further inspection reveals that the
PARC solution was also able to accurately

7



predict the contours within the near wake 3. Swift, ii. r., McDonald, J, W., and
region, A total of eight contours are Chelekis, R, m., "Descriptions and
seen to emanate from the base of the cone Capabilities of a Two-Stage Light Ga
in both the teat and PARC derived Launcher," Presented at the 35th Meeting
interferograms. The innermost contour of of the Aeroballistics Range Association,
the test interferogram is seen to extend Meppen FRO, September 1984.
approximately 1.25 diameters aft of the
cone base. The corresponding PARC contour 4. Chelekis, R. H., Swift, H. F., and
extends to 0.8 diameters aft. Again, this McDonald, J. W., "Descriptions and
may be attributable to the exclusion of Capabilities of a High Performance Single
turbulence modelling. Stage Launcher," Presented at the 34th

Meeting of the Aeroballistics Range
Cnncluginn Association, Williamsburg, Va., October

1983.
Interferometric techniques have been

shown to be an inexpensive, useful . 5. Fischer, M., Hathaway, W. H.,
approach towards the correlation of CFD "Aeroballistic Research Facility Data
solutions of axisymmetric configurations. Analysis System," AFATL-TR-88-48, 1988.
This is especially true for tests
requiring the non-intrusive acquisition of 6. Dunagan, S. E., Brown, J. L., and
flowfield data. Miles, J. B., "A Holographic

Interferometric Study of an Axisymmetric
In the case of the near wake of Shock-Wave/Boundary-Layer Strong

axisymmetric configurations, the extremely Ineraction Flow," AIAA Paper 85-1564,
low densities encountered limit the 1985.
usefulness of any measurement technique.
Interferometry allowed the accurate 7. Murman, E. M., "Experimental Studies of
assessment of the flow properties well a Laminar Hypersonic Cone Wake," AIAA
into the region of expanded flow and Journal, Vol 7, No. 9, September 1969.
captured sharp gradients (i.e. shocks)
accurately. . 8. Muntz, E. P., and Softley, E. J., "A

Study of Laminar Near Wakes," AIAA
The PARC2D code was shown to be Journal, Vol 4, No. 6, June 1966.

capable of the aczurate analysis of
complex, hypersonic flows. Instabilities 9. Lykoudis, P. S., "A Review of
not encountered in the test data were Hypersonic Wake Studies," AIAA Journal,
evident in the PARC solutions, but may be Vol 4, No. 4, April 1966.
attributed to the periodic unsteadiness of
the flow. Additional studies may be 10. Ragsdale, W. C., and Darling, J. A.,
required to assess the validity of the "An Experimental Study of the Turbulent
aforementioned unsteadiness and secondary Wake Behind a Cone at Mach 5," NOLTR 66-
recirculation eddies developed in the PARC 95, 1966.
solution.

11. Waldbusser, E., "Geometry of the Near
For inexpensive correlation of Wake of Pointed and Blunt Hypersonic

axisymmetric flowfield solutions, models Cones," AIAA Journal Vol 4, No. 10,
of increased stability should be October 1966.
considered in an attempt to avoid
undesirable attitudes during testing. 12. Waldbusser, E., "Relationship of
Future tests of this type at velocities Laminar Wake Width to Wake Transition
greater than Mach 5 should also consider Distance," AIAA Journal, Vol 3, No 10,
the design and fabrication of solid October 1965.
models. This may Le necessary for the
models to survive the launch loads at 13. Pulliam, T. H., "Euler and Thin Layer
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